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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper characterizes the finite linear groups over a field of charac- 
teristic p which have a cyclic Sylow p-subgroup P and are of degree less 
than IPI - 1. Feit [ 19,201 began the study of this problem, for IPI = p, 
nearly 25 years ago. His results extended theorems of Brauer [lo] and 
Tuan [37] on ordinary representations. The author then obtained partial 
further results in his PhD thesis [2] and in subsequent papers (for exam- 
ple, [3-51). Ferguson [25] used the classification of the finite simple 
groups to fully solve the problem for ordinary representations (a special 
case of the modular setting) when IPI = p. The author, also using the 
classification, then completed the solution for ordinary representations 
where P is cyclic of arbitrary order [9]. The classification is again 
exploited here to resolve the modular problem. 
Notation. Throughout the paper, G denotes a finite group, p a fixed 
rational prime, P a Sylow p-subgroup of G and F a field of characteristic 
p. If H,< G, let W,(H) denote the trivial one-dimensional FH-module, 
U,(H) the projective cover of W,(H), and let B,(H) be the principal 
p-block of FH. As usual, lGlp means p”, where [Cl = g,p” with (g,, p) = 1. 
If P is cyclic, let P = Q,(P) (the unique subgroup of P of order p), 
2; = C,(P) and fl= NG(p). 
When P is cyclic, it is a well known consequence of Burnside’s transfer 
theorem (see, for example, [6, Lemma 5.11) that OP’(G) O,,(G)/O,,(G) 
( E OP’(G)/OP’(G) n O,.(G)) is either isomorphic to P or is a nonabelian 
simple group with PC+ OP’(G)/W”(G) n O,,(G). Thus G is not p-solvable if 
and only if OP’(G) is perfect. 
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A Frobenius group P(X), where P is cyclic of order p” and (x) of order 
e (e 1 p - 1) acts fixed-point-freely on P- { 1 }, has faithful indecomposable 
representations in characteristic p for all degrees d with p”- ’ < d < p” [22, 
VII.2.4, VII.2.61. Furthermore, SL(2, p) has irreducible representations in 
characteristic p for all degrees d with 2 d d < p [ 18, 71.31. This prompts the 
following definition (due to Feit) and subsequent hypothesis in the theorem 
below. 
DEFINITION. Assume that P is cyclic. G is said to be of type L,(p) if 
OP’(G)/OP’(G) n O,,(G) is isomorphic to either P or PSL(2, p). 
THEOREM. Assume that P is cyclic, G is not of type L,(p), and that there 
is a faithful FG-module L with dim L < 1 PI - 1. Then one of the following 
must hold 
(I) L r M@ W, a direct sum of FG-modules, where MoP,(oj is faith- 
ful and absolutely irreducible, Op’( G) < ker W, and C,( O*‘( G)) = O,.(G). 
Furthermore, either p = 7, OP’(G) is the double cover of A,, dim M= 4 and 
O<dim W< 1; or p= 11, OP’(G)gJJ,, dimM=7 and O<dim W<2. 
(II) LOP,(o) is absolutely irreducible, dim L = 1 PI - 2, O,,(G) = Z(G), 
c = P x Z(G), and one of the following is true: 
(IIA) OP.(G) is the triple cover of A, or A,, and p = 5; 
(IIB) LOP,(o) z Rad( U,(OP’(G)))/Soc( UO(OP’(G))) and OP’(G) is 
isomorphic to one of A,,; M,, (p = 11); M,, (p = 23); or PSL(n, q) where n 
is a prime, n 1 q - 1 and 1 PI = (q” - 1 )/(q - 1). Furthermore, G has a sub- 
group of index IPI unless O@(G) z PSL(n, q) and there exists XE G which by 
conjugation induces the inverse transpose automorphism on Op’( G). 
COROLLARY. Suppose that P is cyclic and dim U,(G) = I PI. Then one of 
the following holds: 
(I) G is of type L,(p); or 
(II) G has a subgroup of index IPI; or 
(III) OP’(G)gPSL(n,q) where lPl=(q”-1)/(4-l), n is a prime, 
n f q - 1, and there exists x E G which by conjugation induces the inverse 
transpose automorphism on Op’( G). 
Remarks. (i) Each case mentioned in the conclusion of the theorem 
occurs. Furthermore, if G has a subgroup H of index IPI, then 
U,(G) 2 ( W,(H))G has dimension IPI. 
(ii) Suppose that dim U,(G) = p. Since ICI, I dim U,(G), this implies 
that IPI = p and hence that P is cyclic. So the corollary generalizes, 
4x1,131’,-, 
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corrects slightly, and proves an assertion (stated as a sort of conjecture) by 
Feit in the proceedings of the 1979 Santa Cruz Conference on Finite 
Groups [21, 4.111. 
(iii) Let G be the semidirect product PSL(n, q)(y) where n is a 
prime, n 1 q - 1, (q” - 1 )/(q - 1) = pa for some odd prime p and a > 0, and 
y is the inverse transpose map. Then P is cyclic of order p”. PSL(n, q) has 
two conjugacy classes of subgroups of index lP( (the stabilizers of lines 
or of hyperplanes; see [28, Theorem l] or [ 1, Theorem 5.81). Then y 
stabilizes U,(PSL(n, q)) but fuses the two classes of subgroups. Thus 
dim U,(G) = (P( but G has no subgroup of index 1 PI. 
(iv) The proof of the theorem relies upon a number of results besides 
the classification. It uses the theory of blocks with cyclic defect group, 
including a theorem of G. Robinson [35] on such blocks for the classical 
groups; the orders of centralizers of semisimple elements and of maximal 
tori in groups of Lie type due to Carter, Deriziotis, and others [13, 15-171; 
the inequalities of Landazuri and Seitz for degrees of representations of 
groups of Lie type [33]; Schur’s theory of representations of the alter- 
nating groups [36]; the information in the Atlas [14] on the subgroups 
and characters of the sporadic groups; and the Brauer trees for the 
Mathieu groups, J,, J3 and their covering groups [32,29, 30,241. 
2. CYCLIC SUBGROUPS OF CLASSICAL GROUPS 
In this section, G denotes a simple Chevalley group of classical type 
(twisted or non-twisted) defined over GF(q). We compute the orders of 
strongly self-centralizing cyclic Sylow p-subgroups of G. 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose that P is a cyclic Sylow p-subgroup of the simple 
group G, where p j q. Assume that P = C,(x) for all x # 1 in P. 
(1) ZfGgA,(q) then IPI =(qf 1)/(2, q- 1) and IN,(P): PI =2. 
(2) V GE&(q), n>l, then either IPI = (q” - l)/(q - 1) where 
q-lln+l, or IPI=(q”+‘-- l)/(q-l)(n+l,q-1) wheren+l isaprime 
and IN,(P): PI = n + 1. 
(3) ZfGr2A,(q2), n>2, then (a)n+l is oddand IPI=(q”“+l)/ 
(4 + 1 )(n + 1, 4 + 1); or (b) n + 1 is euen and either IPI = (q”+ ’ - l)/ 
(q+l)(n+l,q+l), orq+lln+l and IPI=(q”+l)/(q-t-1). 
(4) Zf G g B,(q) or C,(q), n Z 2, then I PI = (q” + 1)/(2, q - 1). 
(5) If GzDJq) let E= -1, and if GE2D,(q2) let e=l. Let d= 
(4,q”+E). Then (a)IPJ=(q”+E)/d; or (b)q=2 and IPI=q”-‘kl; or 
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(c) IPI = (q”-’ + 1)/2 with E = 1, q = 3, and n odd; or (d) IP( = (q”-l - 1)/2 
with E = - 1, q = 3, and n even. 
Proof. Since G is simple, p is odd. Let G be the universal Chevalley 
(or twisted Chevalley) covering group of G defined over GF(q). Then 
p J IZ(G)( [31, Theorem 5.61, hence G has a cyclic Sylow subgroup Pr P, 
with C~(X) = P x Z(G), for all x # 1 in P. 
If GrA,(q) then drSL(3,q)?Z,_,xZ,-,. Hence p/q-l. If 
G g ‘A2(q2) then G g SU(3, q2) F, Z+ r. So if p 1 q* - 1 in this case, then 
Zq2 _, d P x Z(G). Thus q* - 11 (PI (3, q + 1). But q > 2 (since G is simple) 
and (q + 1, q - 1) d 2 force a contradiction. So G r *A *(q*) implies that 
Ph2-l. 
Since SL(n - 2, q) x X(2, q) 4 SL(n, q) for n 3 4, PSL(n, q) contains a 
central extension of PSL(n - 2, q) x PSL(2, q). So if G E A,(q), if x E P 
has order p, and if p( lPSL(n- 2, q)), it follows that q[ IC,(x)l = IPI, a 
contradiction. Thus p t I PSL(n - 2, q)l. A similar argument proceeds from 
each of the following observations: 
SU(n - 2, q2) x SU(2, q2) 4 SU(n, 42) for n34; 
&an - 274) x &@,4) 4 w2n, 4) for n>,2; 
SO(2n - 3, q)’ x so+ (4, q)’ 4 SO(2n + 1, q)’ for na3; 
S0’(2n-4,q)‘xSO+(4,q)‘+!?0’(2n,q)’ for na4; 
sO+(2n-4,q)‘xSO~(4,q)‘~SO-(2n,q)’ for ~24 
(see [ 11, Sections 1.4, 1.61). These arguments, and the observations above 
for A,(q) and *A2(q2) yield 
(2.2) If G 2 A,(q), n 3 3, then p J IA,-,(q)]; if G r *A,(q*), n > 3, then 
P!I*&-~(cI~)I; ifG~h(q), n23, then~/‘lB,-~(q)l (p)IA,(q)l ifn=3); 
if G g C,(q), n 3 2, then p ) IC,- ,(q)l (p J IA,(q)1 if n = 2); if G g D,(q), 
nB4, thenp! ID,-2(q)1 (pt IA,(q)xA,(q)l if n=4); if Gr2D,(q2), na4, 
thenp [ 12D,-z(q2)I . ID,-2(q)l. In particular,pjq’- 1 unless GzA,(q) or 
A,(q), and if G g A,(q) then p 1 q - 1. 
The subgroup P is both the centralizer of a semisimple lement of G and 
(hence, since P is abelian) a maximal torus in G. So the possible orders of 
P in terms of q are given by the work of Carter [13]. We consider each 
family separately. 
Suppose that Gg,4,,(q). By [13, Proposition 73, 
(PI Z-L 1 
q-1 (n+l,q-l)‘~(qi’-l)’ (2.3) 
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where each i, > 0 and Cr i, = n + 1. So if only one factor q” - 1 appears, 
then IPI = (q”+’ - l)/(q- l)(n + 1, q- 1). In this case, p/q- 1 for n > 1 
easily implies that n + 1 is a prime. Also, P must then be a Coxeter torus 
of PSL(n + 1, q), so that n + 1 = IN,(P): C,(P)/ = IN,(P): PI. 
Thus we may assume that at least two factors qir- 1 appear in (2.3). 
If n= 1, the only possibility is IPJ = (q- 1)2/(q- 1)(2, q- l)= (q- l)/ 
(2, q - 1). Then conclusion (1) holds, as IN,(P) : PI = 2. So we may sup- 
pose It> 1. If 2<i,<n- 1 for some i,, we contradict (2.2). So each i, must 
be one of 1, n or n+l. Sincepjq-1, we must have IPI=(q”-l)/(q-1) 
with q - 1 (n + 1, and conclusion (2) holds. 
Suppose that G g %I,(q’), n 2 2. By [ 13, Proposition 81, 
IpI L-. 
1 
.n (q”- 1,-n (qJr+ l), 
q+l (n+Lq+l) r r 
(2.4) 
where each i, > 0 is even, each j, >O is odd, and C, i, + C, j, = n + 1. So 
if only one factor appears, I PI = (q”+ ’ f l)/(q + l)(n + 1, q + l), as n + 1 
is odd or even. So we may assume that there are at least two factors in 
(2.4). By (2.2), the possibilities for (P( are either (q” - l)/(n + 1, q + 1) with 
n + 1 odd, or (q” + l)/(n + 1, q + 1) with n + 1 even. But in the former case, 
q2-lI((n+l,q+l)lPl). So by (2.2), q2-l=q+l=(n+l,q+l), 
whence q= 2 = n. This contradicts the simplicity of G. In the latter case, 
q + 1 I q” + 1 and p [ q + 1 imply that q + 1) n + 1. This establishes (3). 
Suppose that G z B,(q) or C,(q), n B 2. By [ 13, Propositions 9 and 111, 
IpI=(, ql-l)$I(q+-l).rW~+l), 9 i- i- 
(2.5) 
where 1, i, + C, j, = n. If q is odd, then 2 divides each factor in (2.5). Thus 
there is only one factor and (PI = (q” + 1)/2. So we may assume that q is 
even, hence G g C,(q). By (2.2), we cannot have 2 d (ir or j,) <n - 1, and 
furthermore i, # n if 2 1 n. Thus either (PI = q” + 1 or IP( = q” - 1 for odd n. 
Suppose that GE D,(q) or 2D,(q2), n > 4. By [ 13, Proposition lo], 
Ipl=d-‘n(q”-l).n(q”+l), 
r r 
(2.6) 
where C, i, + C, j, = n. Suppose that JP( = (q” - c)/d. Since d(GI = 
9 n(np l)(q” + E) n;:,l (q2j-- I), (2.2) implies that 
IP(=d-‘(q”-~)((q*~-~-l)(q~~~~-l). 
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Then q” = E (mod p) implies that q2” s 1 (mod p). Since q2 f 1 (mod p), 
by (2.2), we must have q4 E 1 (mod p). Then q2 5 - 1 (mod p). So (2.2) 
forces 2(n - 3) < 4, whence n = 4. Since d \Pj = q4 -6, we now have E = 1. 
Now q2 - 11 q4 - 1 = d IPI, hence q2 - 11 dl4, a contradiction. So if there is 
only one factor in (2.6), conclusion (Sa) holds. 
So we may assume that there are at least two factors in (2.6). If q is odd, 
then d 14 implies that there are exactly two factors, each of the form 
q” + 1 = 2pb for b > 0. So b = 0 if and only if q = 3 and the factor is q - 1. 
It now follows from (2.2) that whatever the parity of q, qir - 1 is not a 
factor in (2.6) for 2 Q i, <n - 2; qh + 1 is not a factor for 1 < j, < n - 3; and 
4 “-2+1isnotafactorif~=1. 
Suppose that E = -1 and q”- 2 + 1 is a factor in (2.6). Then G E D,,(q) CJ 
B,-,(q) and qflp2+ 11 IB,-,(q)l. Thus PgnB,-,(q) is a strongly self- 
centralizing non-trivial cyclic Sylow p-subgroup of B,_ 1(q) for some g E G. 
So the previous case (GgBJq)) implies that IPRnB,_,(q)l 1 q”-‘fl. 
Then p / (q”- 2 + 1, q”- ’ + 1) 1 (q T 1 ), a contradiction. So we may conclude 
that qne2 + 1 is also not a factor in (2.6). 
It follows from these remarks that IPI = (q”-’ f l)(q - 1)/d. Since 
p1(q-1, q=2 or 3. If q=2 then (5b) holds. If q=3 then 
4 = (3” + E, 4) / (3” ~ ’ + 1). So one of (5~) or (5d) holds. 
3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
By hypothesis, P is cyclic, OP’(G)/OP’(G) n O,,(G) is a non-abelian 
simple group which is not isomorphic to PSL(2, p), and L is a faithful 
FG-module. Without loss of generality, we may assume that F is the 
residue class field of a splitting p-modular system (K, R, F) (F= I?= 
R/J(R)) for G and all of its subgroups. 
We recall some notation from [22, Chapter VII; 91. Let B be a p-block 
of G (over R or R = F) with defect group D < P = ( y ), I DI = pf 2 p. So 
D = ( ypam’). Let fi be the unique block of 3 with i?” = B, let 5 be a block 
of c with defect group D such that a;‘= 8, and let e be the inertial index 
of B. Then e is the number of irreducible FG-modules in B and also equals 
17’,(g): C’I, where T,&) is the inertial group of 6 in fl. Furthermore, 
elp- 1. 
If X is an FG-module in B, let 2 be the Green correspondent of X, an 
Ffl-module in B. Since P is cyclic, [22, 111.5.61 implies that XR = 80 U, 
where U is a projective Fm-module. 
If x E n, define a(x) E GF(p) by xP ‘yp’?-‘x = yPU-‘a(x). Thus a defines a 
one-dimensional F??-module which we also denote by a. If $ is an 
irreducible Ffl-module in 8, then { t+ha’I 0 6 i < e} comprises all the distinct 
irreducible Ffi-modules in B (where multiplication here means tensor 
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product). A typical indecomposable F%module I@ in B is serial of length, 
say, m, with 0 < m 6 p< If $ = Soc(fi), then the composition factors of a, 
in ascending order, are $, +a-‘, $a-‘, . . . . $a-“+’ [22, VII.2.4, VII.2.81. 
Let I’,($) denote such fi, which is determined up to isomorphism by m 
and Ic/. Then V,(ti) is projective if and only if m = pf [22, VII.3.51. 
B is called locally linear if and only if dim Ic/ = 1. If B is locally linear then 
D = P [22, VII.2.161 and e= [N,(P): C,(P)1 = Ifl: Cl by [22, V11.1.3; 7, 
Lemma 3.11. 
We suppose, toward a contradiction, that group G and FG-module L form 
a counterexample to the theorem with IG( + dim L minimal. 
(3.1) Lop,(cJ is irreducible. 
Proof: By [9, Lemma 2.21, LOP,(GJ has an irreducible constituent Y such 
that ker YdO,,(G)n OP’(G). Let S= ker Y. 
Suppose that Y # L. Our minimality assumption forces the conclusion of 
the theorem to hold for (W’(G)/& Y). If (II) holds here, then dim Y = 
IPI - 2 and hence Y= L, a contradiction. So (I) holds for (W’(G)/S, Y). 
Thus either p=7, W’(G)/Sr2 .A, (the double cover of A,) and 
dim Y=4; or p= 11, CP’(G)/SrJ, and dim Y=7. Now dim L<jPJ-2 
means that LOP’CG) has only one such constituent. So for any constituent 
A-2 Y of Lop.(GI, Xz W,(Op’(G)). 
Thus if p = 7, Y and X are in different p-blocks of F@“(G); while if 
p = 11, Y, X and hence any indecomposable summand of Lop,(Gj are in the 
principal 11-block of J,. The positions of W,(J,) and the 7-dimensional 
irreducible module in the Brauer tree of B,(J,) (p = 11) [24, p. 291 and the 
structure of indecomposable modules in a block with cyclic defect group 
[22, VII.121 imply that there is no indecomposable FJ,-module whose 
isomorphism types of constituents include Y and W,,(J,) but no other 
irreducibles. Also, for p = 7 or 11, there is no indecomposable but not 
irreducible FOP’(G)-module all of whose irreducible constituents are 
isomorphic to W,(@“(G)). It follows that L0P,CG) E YO W, where OP’(G) 
acts trivially on W. Since LoP,(Gj is faithful, S= 1. Now W= 
{wEL: wg= w, all gEW’(G)}, so W is an FG-module. Since all 
FG-modules are W’(G)-projective and WOP,(Gj 1LoP,(Gj, it follows that WJ L. 
Thus L z MO W for some FG-module M such that MOP,CG) z Y. 
Now ker MQ O,.(G), so (I) also holds (by minimality) for 
(G/ker M, M). Hence [ OP’( G), O,,(G)] < ker M. Since Op’( G) d ker W and 
L E M@ W, we have [ OP’(G), ker M] = 1. Hence 
COP'(G), O,,(G), OP'(G)] = 1 = [O,,(G), CLIP'(G), OP'(G)]. 
The Three Subgroups Lemma (and OP’(G) perfect) then implies 
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COP’(G), O,.(G)] = 1. Hence C,JOP’(G))= O,.(G). Thus (I) holds for 
(G, L), a contradiction which proves (3.1). 
(3.2) (i) L is in a locally linear block B with defect group P and 
inertial index e= IN&P): C,(P)\ = Ifi: c;I. 
(ii) Ln= Vd($) where d=dim L and dim += 1. 
(iii) dim Lapa--e>,p”-p+ 1, and if IPI =p then dim L> 
2(P - 1)/3. 
(iv) c=PxZ(G). 
ProoJ Since L is irreducible with dim L Q (PI - 2, L is in a p-block 
with positive defect. Since Ln= 2 (from the remarks at the beginning of 
this section), (ii) will follow once B is proved locally linear. 
First assume that IPI = p. Then dim L 3 2(p - 1)/3 and c = P x Z(G) 
[ 19, Theorem 11. Hence R/P is abelian. It follows that (i) and (ii) hold. If 
d < p - e then d < e by [22, VII.2.71, which contradicts d >, 2( p - 1)/3. 
Now suppose that (PI > p. Then B has defect group P and dim L > 
pa-e> p”-p+ 1 [9, Lemma 2.31. Then [9, (2.5)] implies that B is 
locally linear. Now [7, Lemma 4.11 yields that c = P x Z(G). The rest of 
(i) follows from [7, Lemma 3.1; 22, VII.1.31. All the assertions of (3.2) now 
hold. 
(3.3) O,.(G) = Z(G). 
Proof. Let H = O,,(G). Then H B Z(G) and HP > f?, since e = 
P x Z(G). Now (3.2)(ii) and [22, VII.3.51 imply that Lc is serial of length 
d= dim L, in fact that Lc = VJt+he) is in a block of (? with defect group P, 
and which induces to B. Then t+Qc o curs as an irreducible constituent of Lc 
with multiplicity d. 
Now, exactly as in the proof of [9, (2.8)], we have that LHp is indecom- 
posable and in a block b’ of HP with defect group P. Also, since 
dim L < p” - 2, then dim U = 1 for any irreducible constituent U of LHp. It 
follows that (HP)’ < (ker U) n H, and hence that (HP)’ d ker L. But L is 
faithful, and therefore HP is abelian. Thus H < C,(P) = 2; = P x Z(G). So 
H=Z(G). 
(3.4) G = OP’(G). 
Proof. Suppose that O@(G) < G. Then the conclusion of the theorem 
holds for (O”‘(G), Lop,(Gj) by our minimality assumption. But this, along 
with (3.1)-(3.3), yields all of the conclusions of the theorem for (G, L) 
except the last assertion of (IIB). Since (G, L) is a counter-example, we 
may thus assume that the first sentence of (IIB) holds but G has no 
subgroup of index (PI. 
Since P x Z(G) = c > C,( Op’( G)), we have O”‘(G) C,( OP’(G)) = 
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OP’(G) Z(G). Thus G/OP’(G) Z(G) 4 Out(OP’(G)). Now OP’(G) is simple 
and isomorphic to one of A,, Ml, (p= ll), Ml3 (p= 23), or PSL(n, q) as 
given in (IIB). So OP’(G) has a subgroup of index IPI and hence so does 
Op’(G) Z(G). Thus Out(OP’(G)) # 1 and G > OP’(G) Z(G). 
Since Out(M,,) = Out(M,,) = 1 [14; pp. 18, 711, OP’(G) $ M,, or Mzj. 
If OP’(G) E A,, then G is generated over OP’(G) Z(G) by an element whose 
action by conjugation on A, is the same as that induced by a transposition 
in S, [34, Theorem 5.73. But this action fixes a subgroup isomorphic to 
A ppl, of index p in A,. Hence G has a subgroup of index p, a contra- 
diction. 
So OP’(G) 2 PSL(n, q) g SL(n, q), where n is a prime, n j q - 1 and IPI = 
(q” - l)/(q - 1). Then Out(G) E A x (y), where A is the cyclic group of 
field automorphisms of GF(q) and y is the inverse transpose map. 1 AJ = m, 
where q = r”, r a prime. Now (q” - 1 )/(q - 1) a prime power forces m to be 
odd. Hence y is not in the image of G/O@(G) Z(G) in Out(G) if and only 
if G/OP’(G) Z(G) 4 A. But if the latter were true, the fact that A fixes a line 
stabilizer in SL(n, q) (of index IPI in OP’(G)) implies that G has a subgroup 
of index IPI, a contradiction. So there exists XE G which induces y 
on O@(G). Thus the conclusion of the theorem does hold for (G, L) a 
contradiction which proves (3.4). 
We summarize part of our results so far in 
(3.5) L is irreducible, G = OP’(G) is quasisimple and c= P x Z(G). 
(3.6) Z(G) is cyclic and /Z(G)1 1 dim L. 
Proof: Put LR= Vd(@) as in (3.2)(ii). For ZEZ(G), let #(z) E F be the 
(1 x 1) representation of z on $. Then z acts on L as the d x d scalar matrix 
9(z) I. So L faithful implies that $ is faithful on Z(G). Then $(2(G)) G F 
implies that Z(G) is cyclic. Det($(z) I) = ($(z))~= 1 since G = G’. Hence 
IZ(G)li d. 
For the rest of the proof let G = G/Z(G). If X is any subset of G, 1 
denotes its image in G. Thus P is a cyclic Sylow subgroup of G, IPI = IPI 
and C,(P) = p. Let 4 denote the Brauer character of L. Thus 4 E ZB,(B), 
where B is a p-block of G of full defect. 
(3.7) Gg A,, for any n35. 
ProojI Suppose to the contrary that G is a covering group of A,,. Now 
n # 5, as otherwise either p= 5 and G is of type L,(p) or p= 3 and 
i( 1) ,< 1, hence G is abelian and again of type L,(p). 
It is well known and easily seen that if P is a cyclic Sylow p-subgroup 
of A,, then IPI = p ([S, p. 5731, for example). Also, IPI = Cc(P) implies 
that p<n<pf2. If x# l,~Irr(G) then ~(l)>n- 1, unless n= 5 or 
IZ(G)( > 1 and n = 6 or 7. Also x(1) > n- 1 if n 2 8, x is faithful and 
IZ(G)l > 1 C361. 
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Let J denote S, or S,,,. So G>J’=A, or A,+1 unless J’=A,+,> 
A, z G. is may be used to denote the Sylow p-subgroup of J. Since 
C,(P) = P, B,(J’) is the only p-block of J’ with non-zero defect. 
The Brauer tree of B,(J) is an open polygon (as all characters are 
rational valued), 1 N,(P) : PI = p - 1 and 1 NJ,(H) : PI = (p - 1)/2. It follows, 
as in [23, Section 43, that the tree for B,(J’) is an open polygon with 
(p - 1)/2 edges. The trivial character 1,. is at one end node and the excep- 
tional characters are at the other. By [22, VII.9.31, there is a unique 
r E IBr(B,(J’)) with r( 1) = - 2 (mod p). The edge for r is adjacent to that 
for the Brauer character l,.. 
I/ 5 
. (3.8) T 
Let T be the inverse image of an A, ~ i in G, non-split if IZ(G)l = 2. So 
T is a central extension of A,_ I and zT is an ordinary character of T with 
ker T = Z(G). 
If ~211, or if p=7 and Z(G)=l, then d7(1)>p-2, as 4 is an 
ordinary faithful character of T. Hence d( 1) = p - 2 and Z(G) = 1. So 
GEA,,pdndp+2. 
Suppose that d( 1) = p - 2 and G g A,, whatever the value of p 2 5. Then 
4 Ap is irreducible (by our minimality assumption for (G, L) if n > p). Let 
J= S,. Then by (3.8), dAp=5 and [(l)=p- 1. By (3.8) and the structure 
of projective indecomposable modules in terms of the Brauer tree [22, 
Chapter VII], lAP + c is the Brauer character of U,(A,) and &,, is the 
Brauer character of Rad( U,( A,))/Soc( U,( A,)). Hence (A,,, LAP) satisfies 
conclusion (IIB), so we may assume that n > p + 1. But then by (3.8), we 
have in B,(A, + l ) 
where tEIrr(A,+,) and r(l)=p- 1. Since p+ 126, g(l)>p+ I - 1, 
which is a contradiction. 
Hence we may assume that either p = 7 and lZ( G)I > 1, or p = 5. 
Suppose that p = 7. If n = 8 or 9 then IZ(G)l = 2. Then $2.Ag has a con- 
stituent in the unique faithful 7-block B, of 2. A, with defect one. From the 
character table of 2 . A, [ 14, p. 721, the tree for B, is an open polygon with 
four nodes and with ordinary irreducible character degrees 24(2), 8, 48, 64. 
It follows that each irreducible Brauer character in B, has degree at least 
8, which contradicts d(l) d 5. So Gr A,, and by (3.6) and [ 14, p. lo], 
IZ(G)l = 2 or 3. If IZ(G)l = 3, 4 is in one of two complex conjugate faithful 
blocks. From [ 14, p. lo], the tree for each such block is an open polygon 
with four nodes, and with ordinary irreducible character degrees 24(2), 15, 
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15, and 6. Then each modular degree, including 4(l), is at least 6, another 
contradiction. So [Z(G)/ = 2. Now (3.6) and 2(p- 1)/3 <4(l)< 5 [19, 
Theorem 1 ] imply d( 1) = 4. But this is conclusion (I) with W= (0). 
Therefore, p = 5 and Gr A,,, n = 6 or 7. Now (3.6) and [14; pp. 5, lo] 
imply that [Z(G)1 = 1, 2, or 3. If IZ(G)l ~2, then dAg or &.As has a non- 
trivial constituent in a 7-block of 2 . A, of defect one. It follows from [ 14, 
p. 51 that #( 1) > 4, a contradiction. Hence [Z(G)1 = 3 = & 1) and conclu- 
sion (IIA) holds. This proves (3.7). 
(3.9) G is not a simple Chevalley or twisted Chevalley group. 
Proof: Suppose that G is such a group, defined over GF(q). If p I q, then 
(as in [S, p. 5741) P cyclic implies that G g PSL(2, p), which contradicts 
our hypothesis. So p 1 q. Thus each x # 1 in P is a semisimple lement of G. 
Let G denote the universal Chevalley covering group of G and p a Sylow 
p-subgroup of G. Now pk /Z(e)1 [31, Theorem 5.61, so Prp and 
C&(x) g P x Z(G) for all x # 1 in p. Since G is simply connected, P x Z(G) 
is a connected centralizer and a maximal torus. We consider each family 
separately. 
Suppose that GE A,(q) z PSL(2, q). By (3.7), G g A, % PSL(2,4) and 
G 2 A, z PSL(2,9). Thus by [33] and Lemma 2.1, 
(q-1)/(2,q-1)<4(1)6lPl-2~((q+1)/(2~q-1))-2 
= ((4 - 1 )/CL q - 1)) + WC7 4 - 1)) - 2. 
Hence (2, q - 1) = 1 and q - 1 = 4( 1) = p’ - 2. Since 4 is in B,(G), which 
has inertial index 2, conclusion (IIB) follows. 
Suppose that GE A,(q) 2 PSL(n+ 1, q) for n > 1. If n = 2 = q then 
G g PSL(3,2) E PSL(2,7) which was eliminated above. If n = 2 and q = 4 
then G 2 PSL(3,4). So [33] implies d( 1) 3 4 and hence p = 7. Now (3.6) 
and [14, p. 231 yield that Z(G) is cyclic of order ~4, and IN&P): PI = 3. 
If [Z(G)/=4 then [S, Theorem21 implies d(l)>p-1=6. If IZ(G)l=3 
then 3 I #( 1) > 4, and so d( 1) 2 6. These contradictions force IZ(G)l = 1 or 
2. The Brauer trees for the 7-blocks of full defect of the double cover of 
PSL(3,4) can be obtained from [14, p. 241 and we find 4(l) 2 10. So 
(4 4) z (234). 
For all other n > 1 and q, [33] implies that q” - 1 < & 1) 6 I PI - 2. 
Hence jPI#(q”-1)/(4-l). So by Lemma2.1, IPI=(q”“--1)/(4-1)x 
(n + 1, q- l), where n + 1 is a prime, n + 1 = IN,(P): PI, and 
q”- 1 <((q”+l - l)/(q- l)(n+ 1, q- 1))-2. (3.10) 
If n+ 1 jq- 1, (3.10) is clearly impossible for n>2, qa2. Thus 
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(n + 1, q - 1) = 1. Now G does not have an exceptional Schur multiplier, so 
it follows that Z(G) = 1. Hence GE PSL(n + 1, q). 
Now C,(P) = P implies that L E B,(G). The inertial index e = 
IN,(P): PI = Ifl: PI =n+ 1 (a prime) by (3.2) and Lemma2.1. Also, 
L,Q = Yd(cP) where d = dim L = #( 1) and 0 < m < e. Since L g W,,(G) and 
IJI’,(G)~ = I’i(a’), it follows from [22, VII.251 that m > 0. 
Let x E m have order e, and let v be the complex primitive eth root of 
unity assigned to rx(x) in computing Brauer characters. Since the composi- 
tion factors of Lm are a+ ’ for 0 6 i 6 d - 1, it follows that 
d-l 
d(x)= 2 Vm--i. 
i=O 
Since pa - 2 > d > pa - e and e is prime, we have 
d-l 
d(x)= c V-l, (3.11) 
asumofd-(p”-e)+l<e-1 consecutiveethrootsofl. 
All the non-exceptional characters in B,(G) are rational valued by 
Robinson’s theorem [35, Theorem lo]. It follows that the tree for B,(G) is 
an open polygon. The exceptional characters in the block agree on 
p’-elements, and so are also rational valued on them. Each Brauer charac- 
ter in B,(G) is an integer combination of ordinary characters in B,(G) [22, 
IV.3.121 and hence is also rational valued. In particular, d(x) is rational. 
Then (3.11) implies that either d = p” - 2 and vm = v - ’ or d = pa - e and 
vm = 1. But the latter case contradicts 0 < m < e. Thus dim L = 1 P( - 2 and 
Lfi = V+,(a-‘). 
Let X be any irreducible FG-module which occupies an edge in the tree 
for B,(G). Since e is odd, it follows from [22, VII.9.31 that dim x is odd 
if and only if X and W,(G) are not separated by the exceptional node. 
(Actually, the exceptional node is an end node by [26], but we do not 
need this reference.) Hence [22, VII.9.31 implies that W,(G) and L are on 
adjacent edges. Therefore, L z Rad( U,(G))/Soc( U,(G)) [22, VII.2.201. So 
conclusion (IIB) holds. 
Suppose that GZ ‘A,(q2)g PSU(n + 1, q2), n > 2. If n = 3 and q= 2, 
Lemma 2.1 implies 1PI = 5. But b( 1) 2 4 [33]. If n = 3 = q then IPl = 5 or 
7 by Lemma 2.1. But d(l)>6 [33]. 
For any odd value of n + 1, Lemma 2.1 and [33] imply 
4(9”- lMq+ 1)<4(1)< IPI -2 
= ((q”f’ + 1)/(4+ l)(n+ 1, q+ I))-2 
d (qn+l -2q- 1)/(4+ l), 
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which is a contradiction. For any even value of II + 1 > 4, and q # 2 or 3, 
Lemma2.1 and [33] yield (q”+’ - 1 )/( q + 1) Q I PI - 2, where ) PI equals 
(4 ““-l)/(q+l)(n+l,q+l) or (q”+ 1)/(4+-l), which is again a con- 
tradiction. 
Suppose that Gg B,(q) c PSO(2n + 1, q)’ for n 2 3, q odd. If rt = 3 = q 
then IPI = 13 by Lemma 2.1, while d(l)>27 by [33]. For all other (n, q), 
Lemma 2.1 and [33] yield 
4 2n - 2 -4 “-‘~<(l)~IPJ-2=((q”f1)/2)-2, 
which is easily seen to be impossible. 
Suppose that Gr C,,(q) r PSp(2n, q) for n > 2. Then G simple means 
(n,q)#(2,2). Ifn=3 and q=2 then IPI= by Lemma2.1, but d(l)>7 
by [33]. For all H and odd q we have 
a contradiction. For all n and all even q (except for the two cases above), 
Lemma 2.1 and [33] yield 
This is easily seen to be impossible for n > 3 or 4 1 q. 
Suppose that C?Z D,(q) or ‘D,(q2), n >, 4. If GZ D,(2) then IPJ = 7 by 
Lemma 2.1. But [33] implies $(l)>S. For all other (n, q), [33] and 
Lemma 2.1 yield 
which is clearly impossible. 
Suppose that G z 2B2(q), q = 22”+ ‘, rn > 0. Then IPI <q + 6 + 1 [ 17, 
p. 521. If q > 8 then [33] implies 
(q/2)‘/2(q- i)<&l)<lPl-2<q+&-& 1, 
whence q - 1~ fi + 2, which is impossible for q > 8. If q = 8 then IGI = 
26. 5.7.13 and [33] implies that #(l) > 8. This makes p = 13. But the 
13-modular characters of Sz(8) (see [6 J, for example) force d( 1) > 14. 
Suppose that GE 3D,(q3). Then by [33., 171, 
q3(q2- l)<b(l)S IPI -2,<(q2+q+ 1)2-2. 
This implies q=2. But )3D,(23)l =2’2.34.72. 13 and IPI = 13 [14, p. 891, 
while [33] implies that (6( 1) 2 23(22 - 1) = 24. 
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Suppose that G z E,(q), n = 6, 7, 8, or G z 2E,(q2). Then, as noted in 
[ 15, 173, IE’ x Z(G)\ is a polynomial f(q) of degree n, which is a product 
of factors of the types listed in [12, Table 31, along with q - 1 (or such 
types with q replaced by -q if G z 2E6(q2)). Thusf(q) d (q + 1)“. It follows 
by [33] that in each of the cases ‘E,(q2), E,(q), E,(q), E,(q) we have, 
respectively, q1 ’ - q9 d(q+1)6-22; q9(q2-1)<(q+1)6-2; q’yq2-1)< 
(q + 1 )7 - 2; q2’(q2 - 1) d (q + 1)” - 2, all of which are impossible. 
Suppose that GzF,(q). Then [33; 16, p. 1331 imply that if q is odd, 
q8-q6<qq1)61PI -26(q+ 1J4-2, 
and if 4/q, 
q7(q3-l)(q-l)PWl)Q(q+1)4-2, 
again a contradiction. If q = 2 then IP( = 13 or 17 [ 14, pp. 167-1701 while 
d(l)244 c331. 
Suppose that G r 2F4(q), q = 22m+‘, m > 0. Then [33, 173 imply 
(q/2)“2q4(q-l)i~(l)~IPl-2~(q+~+1)2-2, 
which is impossible for q 2 8. 
Suppose that G z G,(q). Then 4( 1) 2 14 (q = 3) and & 1) 3 q(q2 - 1) 
(q # 3, 4) [33], while IPI < q2 + q - 1 [ 16, p. 1381. This again contradicts 
d( 1) < IPI - 2. If q = 4, then IPI = 7 or 13 and G contains a central exten- 
sion H of PSU(3,4), [ 14, p. 971. The argument above for 2A,(q2), applied 
to L H, yields 4(l)> 12 if p= 13. Since 7 1 (PSU(3,4)(, [14, p. 303 forces 
d(l)> 12 ifp=7. 
Suppose that GE ‘G*(q), q= 32m+‘, m >O. Then by [33; 17, p. 521, 
q(q- 1)<4(1)< IPI -2<q+&- 1, a contradiction which proves (3.9). 
It follows from (3.7), (3.9) and the classification that G is either a 
sporadic group or 2Fd(2)‘. In these groups, P cyclic implies that I PI = p 
([ 141 or 1127, pp. 4&70]). By (3.5), we need consider only those primes p 
so that IC,(x)l = p for all XEG of order p. 
Suppose that G is a Mathieu group. If G g M,, then Z(G) = 1 [ 14, p. IS] 
and 4 E B,(G) for p = 5 or 11. But the Brauer trees for B,(G), due to James 
[32], reveal that 4(1)>11 if p=5, and if p=ll then d(l)=9 and 
L 2 Rad( U,( G))/Soc( U,(G)). This is conclusion (IIB). 
If Gz M,, then [14, pp. 31-331 implies that IZ(G)lI2 and p= 11. So 4 
is in an 11-block of full defect. The trees for M,2 [32] and 2 .M,, (due to 
Humphreys [29]) show that d( 1) 3 10. 
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If GrM,, then JZ(G)((12 andp=5, 7 or 11 [14, pp. 39-411. Ifp=5 
then JZ(G)( < 3 by (3.6). The trees for the 5-blocks of 2. M,, and 3. M,, 
[32], [30] imply that d(l) > 21. Ifp = 7 then IZ(G)l <4 by (3.6). The trees 
for the 7-blocks of 3 . Mzz and 4. Mzz [32], [30] show that d( 1) > 10. If 
p = 11 then /Z(G)1 Q 6 by (3.6). The 11-block structure of 4 .M,, and 
6 .Mz2 [32], [30] yields 4(l) 2 10. 
If G z Mz3 then Z(G) = 1 and p = 11 or 23 [ 14, p. 71-J. The trees for M,, 
[32] show that if p = 11 then d(l) 3 45; while if p = 23 then &,l ) 3 21 and 
L r Rad( U,(G))/Soc( U,(G)). The latter is conclusion (IIB). 
If G z M,, then Z(G) = 1 and p = 11 or 23 [ 14; pp. 94, 961. The trees for 
the principal p-blocks of Mz4 [32] show that d( 1) b 45 if p = 23 and 
4(1)>23 ifp= 11. 
Suppose that G z J,. Then Z(G) = 1 and p = 7, 11, or 19 [14, p. 361. The 
Brauer trees for J, (due to Feit [24]) show that 4(l)> 31 if p = 7; 
d( 1) Z 22 if p = 19; and #( 1) = 7 if p = 11. The last statement is conclu- 
sion (I) with W= (0). 
Suppose that Gz Jj. Then [Z(G)/ ( 3 and p= 17 or 19 [14, p. 821. The 
trees for 3. J3 [24] show that d(l) > 18 if p = 17 or 19. 
(3.12) Suppose that H < G such that i7 is a quasisimple subgroup of G 
with /Z(e)/ 6 2, and with &!/Z(R) g PSL(2, p); A, for p > 5; A,; M,, for 
p = 11; Ml3 for p = 23; J, ; or PSL(n, q) for p = (q” - 1 )/(q - 1 ), n a prime, 
n j q - 1. Then p / InI and x( 1) < p - 1 for some non-trivial ordinary 
irreducible character x of H. 
Proof: If p ( 1171 then the conclusion of the theorem holds for (H, LH) 
by our minimality assumption for (G, L). But this forces R/Z(R) to be one 
of the groups listed in (3.12), which is a contradiction. Sop 1 /RI and hence 
p 1 IHI. Then L, lifts to a faithful RH-module. The character from this 
module must have some irreducible constituent x # 1, with x( 1) d 
dimL<p-1. 
We now eliminate most of the remaining sporadic groups S from 
possibly being G. We find, for each particular S, a subgroup 17~ S which 
satisfies the hypotheses but not the conclusion of (3.12). Each B appears 
on the list of (maximal) subgroups of the particular overgroup S in [ 141. 
All R which we give are simple, except in the case G = S= M, where 
Z(G) = 1. So in every case, H is a central extension of R/Z(R), and when 
p 1 IPI, the ordinary character degrees of H are those of the covering 
groups of g/Z(R), which are all found in [14]. The list of suitable 
s z G > R follows: 
J, > SU(3, 3) (p = 7); ‘F4(2) > PSL(2,25) (p = 13); HS > M,, 
(p=7,11); McL>M,, (p= 11); He> PSp(4,4) (p= 17); 
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Suz>PSL(2,25) (p= 11, 13); O’N>PSL(3,7) (p= 11, 19,31); 
Co,>McL (p=23); Co,>McL (p= 11,23); Fi22>2Fd(2)’ 
(p = 13); HN> PSU(3, 82) (p = 19); LJJ > G,(5) (p = 31, 37, 
67); Th > PSU(3, 82) (p = 19, 31); Fi,, >0,(3) (p = 17,23); 
Co, > Co, (p = 23); J4 > PSU(3, ll*) (p = 23,29, 31, 37,43); 
Fi& > Fi,, (p=17,23,29); B>Th (p=31,47); M>2.B 
(p=41,59,71). 
It follows that Gz Ru. Then p = 29 [14, pp. 1261271. Also IZ(G)l ~2 
and G> H, HE 2F4(2)’ x Z(G) and 29 [ [HI [14, p. 741. Now 4, is an 
ordinary character of H, hence 4( 1) = 26 or 27 [ 14, p. 751. By (3.2) 
,? = Lm = V,($) where d = & 1) and $( 1) = 1. Since the composition factors 
of Vd($) are $CC ~ i, 0 6 i < d - 1, and since each element of G has determi- 
nant 1 on L (as G= G’), it follows that $“= &~ “j2. Now \fl: c;i = 
INc(P): PI = 14 [27, p. 601, and hence lfl: PI 128. So whether d= 26 or 
27, (13, 28) = 1 = (27, 28) implies $’ = & ‘. This yields z z z* (the con- 
tragredient module), and hence L r L *. Therefore 4 = 4 (complex con- 
jugate). But the non-trivial ordinary irreducible characters of ‘F,(2)’ of 
degree less than 78 are all non-real and of degree 26 or 27 [ 14, p. 751. This 
final contradiction proves the theorem. 
4. PROOF OF THE COROLLARY 
Assume that P is cyclic and. dim U,(G) = I PI. It s&ices to assume that 
F is a splitting field for all subgroups of G and that O,,(G) = 1. We may 
assume that G is not of type L,(p), so that OP’(G) is a non-abelian simple 
group and the unique minimal normal subgroup of G. 
Let L = Rad( U,(G))/Soc( U,(G)). If g is any p/-element of OP’(G) then 
U,(G),,, E Lcgj 0 W,(G),,, 0 W,(G),,,. So if OP’(G) < ker L, it follows 
that g E ker U,(G) for all p’-elements g in OP’(G). But simple OP’(G) is 
generated by such elements, hence O@(G) < ker U,(G). This contradicts 
U,(G), E FP as an FP-module. Thus L is faithful, and dim L = 1 PI - 2. The 
corollary now follows from the theorem. 
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